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Credit 
Spreads 

Investment Grade: We see year-end 2019’s average 
investment grade bond spread above its recent 120 basis 
points. High Yield: Compared with a recent 425 bp, the high-
yield spread may approximate 475 bp by year-end 2019. 

Defaults US HY default rate:  Moody's Investors Service’s Default 
Report has the U.S.' trailing 12-month high-yield default rate 
dipping from June 2019’s actual 3.0% to a baseline estimate 
of 2.9% for June 2020. 

Issuance For 2018’s US$-denominated corporate bonds, IG bond 
issuance sank by 15.4% to $1.276 trillion, while high-yield 
bond issuance plummeted by 38.8% to $277 billion for high-
yield bond issuance’s worst calendar year since 2011’s $274 
billion. In 2019, US$-denominated corporate bond issuance is 
expected to rise by 1.0% for IG to $1.289 trillion, while high-
yield supply grows by 22.7% to $341 billion. The very low 
base of 2018 now lends an upward bias to the yearly 
increases of 2019’s high-yield bond offerings. 
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Credit Markets Review and Outlook 

Credit Markets Review and Outlook 
By John Lonski, Chief Economist, Moody’s Capital Markets Research, Inc. 
 

Likelihood of a 1.88% Fed Funds Rate by End of July Soars 
 
The release of second quarter corporate earnings is moving into full gear and investors are not entirely 
happy with the results. In addition to stumbling share prices, the latest jump in the implied probabilities 
of a lower than 2.13% federal funds rate reflect worry over whether business outlays on capital 
equipment and staff will be great enough to keep the U.S. safely distanced from recession. 

As inferred from the CME Group’s FedWatch Tool, the fed funds futures market now implicitly assigns a 
71% probability to a 50 basis points slashing of fed funds at the forthcoming July 31 meeting of the 
Federal Open Market Committee. In addition, the futures market also assigns a nearly 77% likelihood to 
fed funds ending the year no higher than 1.63%. 

Businesses Must Heed Loss of Pricing Power 
One early take away is that the U.S. consumer may be keeping the world economy afloat. However, 
consumers have punished those companies that overestimate their pricing power. In response to price 
hikes, a consumer entertainment services company suffered a meaningful loss of customers. In turn, the 
company’s share price sank by more than 10% over a two-day span. 

Businesses must practice pricing restraint amid uninspiring employment income growth and an aging 
population. Otherwise they risk a damaging loss of unit sales. 

June’s outsized 0.3% monthly increase by the core CPI was an anomaly if only because June’s 0.4% 
monthly jump by core consumer goods prices topped the category’s 0.2% year-to-year uptick. When the 
core consumer commodity price index last jumped higher by 0.4% monthly in January 2019, the index 
would then deflate by 2.4% annualized through May 2019. 

Going forward, were the average monthly increase by the core consumer price index to exceed 0.2% for 
longer than a quarter, both real consumer spending and business profits are likely to suffer materially. 

Graying of Advanced Economies Reins in Real Growth and Price Inflation 
The limited pricing power of businesses stems from the uneven fundamentals governing consumer 
spending. Consider January-May 2019’s modest 3.8% year-over-year increase by disposable personal 
income. Within that increase was an 8.0% advance by the payment of Social Security and Medicare 
benefits that sped past the accompanying 3.5% increase of wage and salary income. It may prove to be 
politically untenable to have Social Security and Medicare persistently outrun employment income by so 
wide a margin. 

On the bright side, wage and salary income is likely to be revised higher according to January-June 2019’s 
estimated 4.8% annual increase by employment income as derived from the monthly employment 
report. Note that the latter is only a rough estimate that often supplies insight as to the likely direction of 
revised estimates. 

There is no denying the demographic constraints now placed on business activity in the U.S. and most 
other advanced economies. Social Security and Medicare payments now approximate a record 20.1% of 
wage and salary income. The latter owes something to 2019’s record high 1.75 million person increase for 
the number of Americans aged at least 65 years. At the same time, the number of Americans aged 16- to 
64-years is projected to grow by only 328,000. The latter is the smallest annual increase by this age 
cohort since 1946, at least. 
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Credit Markets Review and Outlook 

 

By contrast, during a 53-year stretch beginning with 1959 and ending in 2011, the 16- to 64-year age 
cohort grew by at least 1 million people annually and showed an average annual increase of 1.93 million 
individuals. When the annual growth rates of U.S. real GDP and real consumer spending averaged 4.5% 
and 4.9%, respectively, during 1997-2000, the 16- to 64-year age cohort expanded by 2.51 million 
people annually, on average, while the number aged at least 65 years rose by merely 231,000 annually. 

 

 

 

Current Deceleration by Business Sales Still Lacks Severity of 2015-2016’s Slump 
Among other drivers, the unprecedented aging of advanced economies will prevent the average 
annualized growth rate of U.S. nominal GDP from approaching the 5.6% of the 10-years-ended 2000. In 
turn, the annual increase by a proxy for U.S. business sales is unlikely to spend much time above 5%. 
Thus, yearlong 2018’s annual increase of 6.0% for a business sales proxy and 4.7% for the business sales 
proxy excluding sales of identifiable energy products, or core business sales, may prove to be oddities. 
Moreover, 2018’s 8.8% annual surge by S&P 500 revenues will also be a nonrecurring break from trend. 

The business sales proxy and core business sales now undergo their most pronounced deceleration since 
the profits recession of 2015-2016. The slump of 2015-2016 was the offshoot of a plunge by the year-
over-year percent change of the business sales proxy from second-quarter 2014’s localized peak of a 
4.8% increase to a fourth-quarter 2015 bottom showing a 2.9% contraction. In addition, core business 
sales’ yearly percent increase slowed from third-quarter 2014’s localized peak of 5.2% to fourth-quarter 
2015’s trough of 0.2%. 

In response to flat to lower revenues, the moving yearlong average of nonfinancial-corporate pretax 
profits from current production, or core profits, plummeted by 10.9% from its then record high of 2015’s 
second quarter to first-quarter 2017’s bottom. 
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Figure 1: Annual Increase in Number of 16- to 64-Year Old Americans Plunges  
from 1997-2000's 2.5 Million Average to 2019's Record Low 328,000
actual & predicted annual increases in millions of people 
sources: Census Bureau, NBER, Moody's Analytics
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The Next Deeper Than 5% Drop by Yearlong Profits Will Sink Equities and Swell Spreads 
Financial markets reacted negatively to the profits recession. As measured by month-long averages, the 
market value of U.S. common stock sank by 12.9% from a May 2015 high to a February 2016 bottom, a 
composite high-yield bond spread ballooned from June 2014’s current cycle bottom of 331 bp to a now 
10-year high of 839 bp, while Moody’s long-term Baa industrial company bond yield spread swelled from 
May 2014’s current cycle low of 144 bp to February 2016’s now 10-year high of 277 bp. 

As of 2019’s first quarter, the yearlong average of core profits set a new record high. However, the ability 
of core profits to avoid sinking under its current zenith has been challenged by the latest deceleration of 
business sales. 

In terms of year-over-year increases comparing 2018’s second-quarter to 2019’s second quarter, the 
business sales proxy slowed from 7.4% to a prospective 1.9%, while core business sales eased from 5.4% 
to a prospective 2.0%. It is imperative that the slowdown by core business sales end soon. Otherwise, 
another prolonged contraction by profits is likely to shrink business outlays on capital equipment and 
staff by enough so that any recession will probably extend well beyond profits. The good news is that the 
annualized sequential growth rate of core business sales’ retail component accelerated from first-quarter 
2019’s 2.7% to the 6.9% of the second quarter for the liveliest such increase since the 7.6% of 2017’s 
final quarter. 
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Figure 2: Latest Slowdown by Business Sales Lacks Severity of 2015-2016's Deceleration
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EDF-Implied Ratings Hold up Better Than Bond-Implied Ratings 
There are two types of market implied ratings that help to explain corporate debt default risk—bond-
implied ratings and expected default frequency implied ratings. The two differ in that the bond-implied 
rating is purely market driven, while the EDF-implied rating includes a risk-adjusted valuation of balance 
sheet leverage. 

Bond-implied ratings attempt to estimate a corporate bond rating from a bond’s yield spread.  Bond-
implied ratings can differ from actual corporate bond ratings partly because factors other than default 
risk often influence yield spreads. Moreover, bond-implied ratings frequently move about in response to 
temporary swings in market sentiment. 

Both absolutely and as a share of the available sample, actual investment-grade ratings now supply 
significantly more high-yield bond-implied-ratings compared to the start of 2019. 

Year-end 2018 showed that 42, or 8.8%, of the 477 available bond-implied ratings for investment-grade 
issuers supplied a high-yield bond-implied rating. By contrast, a significantly greater 85, or 16.7%, of July 
15, 2019’s 510 bond-implied ratings for investment-grade issuers were high yield. 

Since the end of 2018, relatively few high-yield issuers have supplied an investment-grade bond-implied 
rating. Year-end 2018 showed that 13, or 2.7%, of the 481 available bond-implied ratings for high-yield 
issuers were investment-grade. In a very similar manner, 13, or 2.8%, of July 15, 2019’s 463 bond-implied 
ratings for high-yield issuers were investment-grade.  

EDF-implied ratings tend to differ more from actual bond ratings than do bond-implied ratings. At the 
end of 2018, 79, or 26.3%, of the 300 available EDF-implied ratings for investment-grade issuers supplied 
a high-yield bond-implied rating. As of July 15, 2019, a nearly identical 82, or 24.8%, of the 331 EDF-
implied ratings for investment-grade issuers were high yield. 

Year-end 2018 showed that 104, or 22.9%, of the 454 available bond-implied ratings for high-yield 
issuers were investment-grade. Since then, the frequency of investment-grade EDF-implied ratings 
among high-yield issuers has increased both absolutely and relative to the relevant sample. As of July 15, 
2019, 116, or 24.1%, of the 481 available EDF-implied ratings for high-yield issuers were investment-
grade. 
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The Week Ahead – U.S., Europe, Asia-Pacific 

THE U.S. 
By Maria Cosma, Moody’s Analytics 
 

A Year of U.S. Steel and Aluminum Tariffs 
 
With a year of economic data in the wake of the tariffs available, now is a good time to assess the 
impacts of the steel and aluminum tariffs. In short, it is difficult to say whether tariffs did much if 
anything to boost employment and output for protected U.S. industries. On the upside, tariffs had 
minimal inflationary effects and do not appear to be hurting industries that rely on steel and aluminum 
inputs. However, the largest impact has been retaliation from U.S. trading partners, which has 
particularly hurt agricultural producers. Another substantial effect has been the disruption of supply 
chains, although the economic impact of this is more difficult to quantify. 

Affected industries 
To gauge the impacts of the tariffs, we first had to isolate the protected industries and the industries 
that rely on protected products as direct inputs from the rest of manufacturers. For the first group, we 
used the Tariffs Tracker, which converts the tariffed product lists from the Harmonized Tariff System to 
the North American Industrial Classification System codes, to aggregate protected industries at the 
four-digit NAICS level. In all, there are six industries for which foreign competition faces higher duties. 
Protected industries account for about 0.5% of total U.S. employment and about 0.6% of total output. 

 

Reliant industries are those that use steel and aluminum to produce other products and are thus 
vulnerable to the negative impacts of tariffs as the higher duties raise their input costs. While there are 
relatively few protected industries, many more are reliant on steel and aluminum inputs. Steel is used 
in autos and machinery, construction, home goods, and appliances. Aluminum is used in the bodies of 
cars and planes, for food and beverage packaging, and in power lines and tech products. Both steel and 
aluminum are key materials for mining machinery and equipment. In all, we qualitatively identified 27 
manufacturing industries that rely on steel and aluminum products. Reliant industries account for 
about 3.6% of total U.S. employment and 4.4% of output. 

https://www.economy.com/dismal/analysis/commentary/352413/Tariffs-Tracker-Havent-We-Done-This-Already/
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Separating industries into protected and reliant groups helped us isolate the impacts of the tariffs on 
the very industries that the Trump administration was attempting to protect, and industries that may 
have been directly hurt by these policies. We also compared the performance of these industry groups 
against manufacturing as a whole. 

Structural changes 

Before digging into recent events, we first looked at the general performance of U.S. protected and 
reliant industries over the past several decades. Much like all manufacturing industries, employment in 
protected and reliant industries has generally declined since the Bureau of Labor Statistics began 
keeping records in the 1970s. Interestingly, employment in protected industries has fared considerably 
worse than all manufacturing industries; today, about half as many workers are employed in steel and 
aluminum relative to 1970. 
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Employment in reliant industries has held up considerably better. Most of the decline in this group was 
in the early 2000s, and it appears that employment has been recovering somewhat since the Great 
Recession. Nevertheless, payrolls in reliant industries are considerably smaller today than they were 50 
years ago. 

The typical story in manufacturing is that productivity gains spurred job losses, and this story holds for 
both protected and reliant industries. Real output per worker has more than doubled for both industry 
groups, closely following the trend in all manufacturing industries. 

 

However, productivity gains have been notably weaker in steel and aluminum industries, stalling almost 
completely in the 1970s and the 1980s. There may be another factor driving the sharp job losses over 
the past 50 years. Offshoring of U.S. metal manufacturing jobs and the shift of investment and capital 
out of metals and into other industries by steel and aluminum corporations in the 1980s may explain 
these disparate effects. For example, in the early 1980s, steel companies won substantial tax breaks, 
but companies such as U.S. Steel used the extra cash to purchase firms in other industries while 
continuing to offshore production. 

Productivity gains picked up more significantly over the past 15 years for protected industries, but 
employment held relatively stable, falling sharply only during the Great Recession. Concerns over illegal 
dumping of steel and aluminum products, or surging exports that sent metal prices reeling, are a 
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relatively recent phenomenon dating to the past five to 10 years. By then, employment in protected 
industries had stabilized, albeit at levels considerably lower than during the industries' prime due to the 
culmination of decades of offshoring and productivity gains. 

Another structural trend worth noting is the growing importance of reliant industries. Even at their 
peak in the 1970s, protected industries only accounted for about 7% of U.S. manufacturing 
employment; today, that share is closer to 5%. 

 

Conversely, reliant industries used to account for about 36% of total manufacturing employment, and 
now represent 42%. If steel and aluminum tariffs had boosted protected industries at the cost of jobs 
in reliant industries, then the net impact on manufacturing employment would likely have been 
negative. 

Tariff impacts 
The data show that tariffs did not deter hiring in reliant industries. But the tariffs did not do very much 
for protected industries either. 

 

Nationally, employment in protected industries has increased by a paltry 16,730 jobs since the tariffs 
went into effect. However, employment in these industries was already increasing before the onset of 
the tariffs thanks to higher metals prices. Thus, increases in employment in the second half of 2018 
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may have occurred even without the tariffs. Furthermore, so far in 2019, employment in protected 
industries has stalled and is retreating slightly. Therefore, there is little support for the contention that 
U.S. tariffs on steel and aluminum imports have revived these industries. 

The data are similarly discouraging at the regional level. Although anecdotes from individual companies 
with plans to open new plants and bring back hundreds of workers have been numerous, the actual 
gains have been modest at best. For example, Gary IN is the metropolitan area with the largest share of 
employment in steel production. However, Gary has added only about 250 steel manufacturing jobs 
over the past year, according to the BLS and Moody’s Analytics estimates. Meanwhile, Owensboro KY, 
the metro area most dependent on aluminum production, has added only about 60 positions in this 
industry. 

Production and prices 
If tariffs had an effect on domestic steel and aluminum production, that effect was equally brief. 
Mirroring employment, industrial production in protected industries was already increasing prior to the 
implementation of tariffs. The higher duties may have given producers an extra boost, particularly for 
aluminum companies, but by the beginning of 2019, industrial production began to flatten. 
Furthermore, raw steel production has been declining slightly. 

 

Industrial production tends to lead employment gains, so the outlook for jobs in protected industries is 
neutral at best. Ultimately, productivity gains will continue to eat away at employment in the long run. 
Investment in steel and aluminum production is also unlikely, as the future of tariffs remains too 
uncertain for businesses to commit to any large-scale plans, such as building new plants, or bring jobs 
back home from abroad. 

On the upside, the tariffs did not appear to have significant inflationary impacts. U.S. producer prices 
for steel and aluminum mill products increased for a few months after the tariffs but have been 
declining since. 
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This outcome is not unusual. Producers do not retain tariffs and taxes as revenue, so the direct impact 
will be excluded from the PPI until businesses pass on the cost of tariffs by raising prices, but this will 
take time. Some importers and businesses will continue to swallow part of the tax rather than risk 
losing sales. Still, the longer the higher tariffs are in place, the greater the pressure on businesses to 
raise prices. 

Retaliation and supply chain issues 
Perhaps the most significant economic impact from tariffs has been the result of retaliation from top 
U.S. trading partners. The steel and aluminum tariffs prompted Mexico, Canada, India, Turkey, Russia 
and the EU to raise tariffs on U.S. exports. Although these countries raised duties on steel and 
aluminum products, they also overwhelmingly targeted agricultural products. Tariff volleys have also 
hurt the tech industry, but this has been largely due to the U.S.-China trade dispute rather than the 
steel and aluminum tariffs. 

U.S. farmers and manufacturers have suffered greatly from reduced demand from abroad, prompting 
the Trump administration to send extra subsidies for relief. However, the short-term financial pains are 
not the only threat to farmers and factories. Damaged trade relations could hurt prospects for future 
deals, giving foreign competition a fresh advantage. 

For manufacturers, supply chain disruption is another large issue, although this is slightly more difficult 
to quantify. The ISM’s supplier deliveries index for manufacturing had been elevated since 2016 due to 
a shortage of logistics workers, but tariffs sent it to a new high last year. Although conditions have been 
easing since, the index remains above the threshold consistent with slowing deliveries. Anecdotes from 
the survey also point to lingering issues due to tariffs. 

Looking ahead 
The key data next week include June existing- and new-home sales along with advance data on the 
goods trade deficit, advance inventories, durable goods orders and second quarter GDP.   
 

We will publish our forecasts for next week’s data on Monday on Economy.com. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.economy.com/dismal/
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EUROPE 
By Barbara Teixeira Araujo of Moody’s Analytics 
 

Will Boris Johnson Take the Helm? 
 
All eyes will be on the U.K. next week as the country’s new prime minister is announced on Tuesday at 
noon CET. Boris Johnson remains the runaway favorite to become the next leader of the British 
Conservative Party, but Jeremy Hunt is still in the race. Although both candidates have hardened their 
stance on Brexit over the past two weeks, making a no-deal Brexit on October 31 much more likely, 
parliament managed Thursday to pass an amendment to stop the new prime minister from closing 
down the House of Commons in the runup to the Brexit deadline. Such a closing—which would be 
extremely controversial—had been actively considered by Johnson; it would be the easiest way of 
ensuring that a no-deal Brexit happens by Halloween. 

Even if parliament will now be able to block a no-deal exit, prospects of a solution to the Brexit 
problem remain grim. Johnson and Hunt both claim that the Northern Ireland backstop is dead and 
unacceptable in its current form, even with a time limit. At the same time the EU insists that the 
withdrawal deal is done and that it won’t reopen negotiations. This means that even a further 
extension of Article 50 wouldn’t much help or make sense, because chances for breaking the deadlock 
are very small. The reality is that the new prime minister will have little more than a month to come up 
with a solution. Parliament will be in recess during the whole of August and won’t return until 
September 3. Not only must the U.K. parliament vote and come up with the associated legislation to 
get the U.K. out of the EU, but European countries must also have their say on any deal. The timeline 
looks all but unrealistic. 

A remaining possibility is that Boris Johnson could face and lose in a vote of no confidence in 
September or October. In our view, this is more than feasible. Several members of the Conservative 
Party already announced they would vote with the opposition to prevent a no-deal Brexit. If Boris 
Johnson (or Jeremy Hunt) is ousted, parliament would have two weeks to come up with a new 
government, an unlikely conclusion. If it can’t, new elections would have be called. Recent polls suggest 
that the most likely outcome of snap elections would be a Labour-led coalition. Our view is that such a 
coalition would try to renegotiate with the EU a much softer Brexit deal, comprising membership in the 
customs union and even of the single market. All in, though, the truth is that all options remain on the 
table: a no-deal Brexit, the passing of a deal (either by Labour or the Conservatives), or even no Brexit 
at all (if a referendum is called). 

Elsewhere, the European Central Bank meets Thursday to decide monetary policy. We expect that the 
highlight of the meeting will be a change to the bank’s forward guidance to accommodate the 
possibility of a rate cut in September, since we expect that the ECB’s growth and inflation forecasts will 
be further revised down. Our current baseline is that the bank will cut the deposit rate by 10 basis 
points at the end of the third quarter, as growth figures have continued to disappoint, inflation is low, 
and global risks remain the word of the day. Adding to that, we don’t rule out the announcement of 
further quantitative easing. We also think it is possible the bank will announce the implementation of a 
deposit tiered system to mitigate the damage of the rate cut, since commercial banks are already 
struggling with extremely low profitability. 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Key indicators Units Moody's Analytics Last

Thur @ 8:00 a.m. Spain: Unemployment for Q2 % 14.4 14.7

Thur @ 12:45 p.m. Euro zone: Monetary Policy for July % 0.0 0.0

Thur @ 5:00 p.m. France: Job Seekers for June mil, SA 3.37 3.38
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ASIA-PACIFIC  
By Katrina Ell of Moody’s Analytics 

South Korea’s GDP Likely Rose in Q2, but Underlying Trend Is Weak 
South Korea's economy likely grew by 0.6% q/q in the June quarter, following the 0.3% contraction in 
the March quarter. But the underlying trend remains one of weakness. Annual GDP growth likely 
remained at 1.8%, well down from the 2.7% recorded in 2018. Weakness is expected to remain fairly 
broad-based, with exports a particular sore spot amid the cyclical slowdown in global demand. Further, 
the protracted trade war between the U.S. and China is disrupting supply chains and hurting confidence 
throughout the region. 

The Bank of Korea cut its key policy rate from 1.75% to 1.5% at the July monetary policy meeting amid 
a variety of downward pressures and downside risks. Issues include weak external demand due to the 
U.S.-China trade war, the slowdown in global growth and a downturn in the tech cycle, and lacklustre 
employment growth domestically as well as concerns over consecutive significant hikes in the 
minimum wage in recent years. South Korea joins several of its neighbours in resorting to easing 
monetary policy to stimulate the economy in recent months, including Australia, India, Malaysia and 
the Philippines. 

South Korea's consumer sentiment index likely dropped by 0.3 point to 97.2 in July. Weakness is being 
felt on a number of fronts. At home, employment conditions have been mediocre at best, despite 
government efforts to improve outcomes. Geopolitical ructions offshore, notably the U.S.-China trade 
war, are further clouding the outlook and adding to household caution. 

Another notable drag on consumer and business sentiment in Korea as well as the broader economy is 
the escalation of tensions with Japan over a South Korean court ruling. The court ruled that South 
Koreans who were forced labourers for Japanese firms during WWII can sue for compensation. Japan 
responded with export restrictions on three materials critical for making semiconductor chips and 
smartphone displays.  Our baseline is that this dispute will not drag on for months. But if the tensions 
are prolonged, it will take a while for other players to catch up to Japan’s technology for the three 
items, keeping South Korea deeply dependent on Japan for its tech industry. China is another supplier 
to Korea for these products, but it will likely take time for China to increase capacity. Such a situation 
will have adverse effects globally, and comes at an already weak time for the global technology sector, 
which has been on a downswing for more than a year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key indicators Units Confidence Risk Moody's Analytics Last

Thurs @ 9:00 a.m. South Korea GDP for Q2 % change 3  0.6 -0.3

Fri @ 7:00 a.m. South Korea Consumer sentiment index for July Index 3  97.2 97.5
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Compared to the relevant worldwide corporate bond issuance total of the 
year-ended June 2019, U.S. companies supplied 38% of investment-grade 
and 44% of high-yield. 
 
By John Lonski, Chief Economist, Moody’s Capital Markets Research Group 
July 18, 2019 
 

CREDIT SPREADS 
As measured by Moody's long-term average corporate bond yield, the recent investment grade corporate 
bond yield spread of 120 basis points is just under its 122-point mean of the two previous economic 
recoveries. This spread may be no wider than 135 bp by year-end 2019. 

The recent high-yield bond spread of 425 bp is thinner than what is suggested by both the accompanying 
long-term Baa industrial company bond yield spread of 187 bp but is wider than what ordinarily accompanies 
the recent VIX of 13.5 points. 

DEFAULTS 
June 2019’s U.S. high-yield default rate was 3.0%. The high-yield default rate may average 3.2% during 
2019’s final quarter, according to Moody’s Investors Service. 

US CORPORATE BOND ISSUANCE  
Yearlong 2017’s US$-denominated bond issuance rose by 6.8% annually for IG, to $1.508 trillion and soared 
by 33.0% to $453 billion for high yield. Across broad rating categories, 2017’s newly rated bank loan 
programs from high-yield issuers sank by 26.2% to $72 billion for Baa, advanced by 50.6% to $319 billion for 
Ba, soared by 56.0% to $293 billion for programs graded single B, and increased by 28.1% to $25.5 billion for 
new loans rated Caa. 

First-quarter 2018’s worldwide offerings of corporate bonds incurred year-over-year setbacks of 6.3% for IG 
and 18.6% for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings posted sank by 14.4% for IG and 20.8% for 
high yield. 

Second-quarter 2018’s worldwide offerings of corporate bonds eked out an annual increase of 2.8% for IG, 
but incurred an annual plunge of 20.4% for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings rose by 1.6% for 
IG and plummeted by 28.1% for high yield. 

Third-quarter 2018’s worldwide offerings of corporate bonds showed year-over-year setbacks of 6.0% for IG 
and 38.7 % for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings plunged by 24.4% for IG and by 37.5% for 
high yield. 

Fourth-quarter 2018’s worldwide offerings of corporate bonds incurred annual setbacks of 23.4% for IG and 
75.5% for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings plunged by 26.1% for IG and by 74.1% for high 
yield. 

First-quarter 2019’s worldwide offerings of corporate bonds revealed annual setbacks of 0.5% for IG and 3.6% 
for high-yield, wherein US$-denominated offerings fell by 2.3% for IG and grew by 7.1% for high yield. 

During yearlong 2017, worldwide corporate bond offerings increased by 4.1% annually (to $2.501 trillion) for 
IG and advanced by 41.5% for high yield (to $603 billion). 

For 2018, worldwide corporate bond offerings sank by 7.2% annually (to $2.322 trillion) for IG and 
plummeted by 37.6% for high yield (to $376 billion). The projected annual percent increases for 2019’s 
worldwide corporate bond offerings are 4.7% for IG and 18.3% for high yield. When stated in U.S. dollars, 
issuers based outside the U.S. supplied 60% of the investment-grade and 61% of the high-yield bond 
offerings of 2019’s first quarter. 
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US ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 
As inferred from the CME Group’s FedWatch Tool, the futures market recently assigned an implied probability 
of 100% to a cutting of the federal funds rate at the July 31, 2019 meeting of the Federal Open Market 
Committee. In view of the underutilization of the world’s productive resources, low inflation should help to 
rein in Treasury bond yields. As long as the global economy operates below trend, the 10-year Treasury yield 
may not remain above 3% for long. A fundamentally excessive climb by Treasury bond yields and a 
pronounced slowing by expenditures in dynamic emerging market countries are among the biggest threats to 
the adequacy of economic growth and credit spreads. 

 

 
 
EUROPE 

By Barbara Teixeira Araujo of Moody’s Analytics 
July 18, 2019 

UNITED KINGDOM 
The U.K. official retail report for June was a sight for sore eyes. It showed that retail sales kicked it up a notch at the 
end of the quarter—rising by 1% m/m and fully reversing the previous month’s 0.6% decline—defying a barrage of 
grim surveys which had been released over the past few weeks. The Confederation of British Industry’s Distributive 
Trades Survey, for example, had suggested that retail sales slumped in June at their fastest pace since 2009. And 
while we can’t rule out downward revisions to the official figures in coming months (especially as we are skeptical 
that sales in second-hand stores surged by the 56.4% m/m the ONS data suggest), there is no denying that the 
official data are far more reliable and comprehensive than the survey data.  
 
The good news for us is that the further increase over the month comes in line with our view that consumers will 
continue to open their wallets throughout the rest of the year as strong wage growth and low unemployment 
boost their purchasing power. So we were pleased to see that June sales rounded off another upbeat quarter for the 
retailing sector; sales grew by 0.7% q/q in the three months to June, building on a strong 1.6% increase in the first 
stanza of the year. This will help offset a further decline in investment, as heightened Brexit uncertainty is pushing 
everyone into wait-and-see mode regarding big purchases and long-term plans.  
 
Back to the monthly data, our view is that June’s dry, sunny weather was largely behind the month’s solid results. 
That’s true especially because the weather in May was poor, prompting people to stay home and postpone 
purchases; this meant a lot of pent-up demand for retailers’ summer collections over the month, especially given 
the summer sales. We were thus not surprised to see sales rising across all sectors, and of note were the further 
gains in sales in other nonfood and in household goods stores.  
 
The only downside detail was the poor performance of department stores, which have been struggling with more 
competition recently, particularly from internet retailers. In yearly terms, sales in department stores are 
plummeting and we don’t see how they could gain much steam further ahead. Several companies in the sector 
have already filed for bankruptcy, and the recent depreciation of the pound will only squeeze their margins even 
more. 
 
All told, we expect retail sales to remain relatively buoyant throughout the rest of this year, supported by higher 
nominal wages, a still-solid labour market, and an increase in income tax thresholds that took place in April. Risks 
remain, though: The pound’s recent plunge is set to push inflation up in coming months, as imported products will 
become more expensive, while the continued Brexit brouhaha could always push consumers into caution mode and 
dampen sales. For now, our view is that the Brexit uncertainty is taking a toll mainly on the housing market and on 
car sales (though holiday planning might be suffering too), with the retail sector remaining relatively insulated. 

EURO ZONE 
The small upward revision to the final euro zone June CPI headline combined with the sharp uptick in the core rate 
over the month would seem to complicate matters for the European Central Bank. But we shouldn't read too much 
into the core increase, since it was mainly due to base effects in transport services and accommodation and 
package holiday inflation. Developments in those travel-related CPI subsectors are notoriously volatile, as they 
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d  depend on the timing of holidays (which often varies from year to year). Accordingly, June had one more holiday 
this year than in 2018—this is true especially for Germany and France—which boosted accommodation inflation 
and airfares substantially over the month. This warrants some correction in July. 
 
Elsewhere, the developments were rather unimpressive. True, that the final numbers showed core goods inflation 
managing to hold steady (the first estimate had suggested it slowed further over the month) was welcome news. 
But this was mainly due to rounding; the details showed that inflation cooled slightly in most subsectors, while it 
remained only stable in clothing. In any case, weak core goods inflation—it read at a meagre 0.3% y/y in June—
remains the euro zone’s biggest mystery, especially since the lower euro was expected to have heated up price 
growth in core goods by now. The main drag is coming from durable goods, with prices there declining in yearly 
terms for almost a year, but price pressures in the other subsectors are also soft. 
 
And although food inflation picked up, the gain there was marginal. What’s more, the rise was mainly because fresh 
produce inflation gained as June’s heat wave hurt crop yields. This also warrants some mean-reversion in coming 
months, especially given that July’s temperatures turned sharply colder. 
 
Energy inflation slowed in line with base effects in oil prices. Provided that the price of a Brent barrel remains 
steady at its current value of around $65, energy prices should continue on a downward path until October. This is 
good news for consumers, since it should help alleviate the pressure on their purchasing power, but it also means 
that the currency area’s will remain below target for many months still.  
 
Overall, then, our view is that below-target inflation will be the norm for 2019—especially given the base effects in 
oil prices—and we have thus changed our forecast for the ECB. We are now penciling in a rate cut in September, 
while we also don’t rule out other policy measures (such as further quantitative easing or an extension of targeted 
longer-term refinancing operations). 
 
Across the Channel, U.K. inflation pressures remain stronger, sitting squarely at the Bank of England’s 2% target in 
June, as faster wage growth combined with a lower pound are boosting core inflation. We thus don’t expect the 
BoE to follow the dovish steps of the ECB this year; we forecast that the bank will leave rates unchanged, unless 
there is a no-deal Brexit in October 
 
 

 

ASIA PACIFIC 
By Steven Cochrane and Xiao Chun Xu of Moody’s Analytics 
July 18, 2019 

CHINA 
China’s financial sector will open to foreign firms faster than expected. At the World Economic Forum in 
Dalian on July 2, Premier Li Keqiang said that full foreign ownership of securities firms, futures businesses, and 
life insurance companies will be allowed by 2020, a pace much faster than previously expected. This is just 
one step in the country’s financial-opening policy, but an important signal that China’s path toward financial 
opening continues despite trade tensions. 

These will be key long-term policy shifts aimed at improving efficiency and productivity growth in China, 
particularly as it struggles through multiple factors that are working to slow the economy’s rate of growth. 

Trade war friction 
China’s economy continues to expand despite friction from the trade war with the U.S., weakening consumer 
sentiment, and restructuring within its manufacturing industries. It is important to recognize that the 
economy is continuing to grow at a pace that likely still exceeds 6% per year, according to official statistics. 

Some of this slowdown is due to China’s laudable efforts to rein in the shadow-banking sector in 2017. The 
trade war has strengthened these headwinds, and slower consumer spending has dampened growth further. 
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d  Response to the slowdown 
China has responded to the slowdown in its tried-and-true way by pumping liquidity into the economy by 
reducing the reserve requirement ratio for many banks, by reducing the value-added tax, and by directly 
stimulating demand for certain industries such as electric vehicles. 

The reduced reserve requirement ratio is intended to encourage banks to lend to small private enterprises, but 
this is not an easy feat when the five largest banks in China are state-owned and have been very much 
focused on lending to large state-owned enterprises. 

Thus opening up China’s financial sector to foreign firms takes on added importance. Since April 2018, China 
began to allow overseas firms to apply for majority stakes in securities and mutual fund ventures and take 
controlling interests in life insurance companies, and caps were lifted on foreign ownership of banks and bad-
debt managers. 

Shift from the status quo 
Foreign firms, however, will want to be treated on an equal basis with local firms in China. Indeed, Li pledged 
at the forum that policymakers are working towards equal treatment of state-owned enterprises and private 
and foreign firms operating in China. This is a shift from the status quo, which offers clear advantages to local 
firms, but no deadline on achieving this goal was given, so we don’t know how serious this pledge is. 

The globalization of China’s financial markets will create a number of benefits that should contribute to 
productivity growth in China. First, foreign firms’ experience in lending to small and private enterprises, and 
managing the risk that comes from such lending, will improve the efficiency of the lending process and its 
economic impact. In a truly competitive market, the entire industry would be forced to be more efficient. 

Second, if China’s financial markets were truly opened, domestic savers would have greater investment 
options, including overseas options that could have higher rates of return. Third, greater options might limit 
asset bubbles from arising among the few asset classes that are now available to domestic savers, such as 
housing. 

The opening of China’s financial service industry also will attract foreign capital, which is a rising need since 
China’s current account has shrunk considerably over the past 10 years from 10% of GDP to about 1%. If the 
current account is allowed to turn negative, it could weaken the yuan and could make it harder to finance 
China’s signature Belt and Road Initiative. 

Thus the continued opening of China’s financial service industry, even if each step along the way is small, will 
be beneficial over the long term. An open financial system will be much more competitive and efficient. A 
more efficient financial system has the potential to help transition China’s development model from one that 
is bluntly investment-led to one that is a more finely tuned productivity-driven model. And on a deeper level, 
this might translate to a meaningful redistribution of capital to places where it is most needed—including 
entrepreneurs, innovative industries and lagging regions. 
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U.S. Corporate Credit Quality Weakens 
By Michael Ferlez 
 
U.S. corporate credit quality weakened in the latest week, with positive rating changes accounting for only 
36% of total changes. For the most part, downgrades were confined to smaller, speculative-grade companies, 
which is indicative of an economy in the late stages of an economic expansion. Still, there was one notable 
investment-grade downgrade. IBM Credit LLC saw its senior unsecured credit rating cut one-notch to A2. The 
downgrade of IBM Credit LLC follows Moody’s Investors Service downgrade of IBM on July 9. The downgrade 
impacted $7 billion in outstanding debt. The notable upgrade last week was Petsmart Inc. The U.S. pet store 
saw its senior secured credit rating raised to B2 from B3. The upgrade reflects the recent successful IPO of 
Chewy. The proceeds from the IPO allowed the firm to repay debt, improving the firm’s leverage. The upgrade 
affected $3.9 billion in outstanding debt. Although economic growth has slowed this year, the U.S. economy 
and credit markets are in good shape. Signs of weakness in rating changes would include a significant rise in 
the volume of downgrades or rising downgrades among lower- and mid-tier investment-grade bands. 
However, at this point rating change volume has remained fairly low with downgrades limited mostly to 
smaller, speculative-grade companies that have little impact on the broader U.S. economy. 
 
European rating activity remained quiet, with only seven changes. Downgrades slightly outnumbered 
upgrades, accounting for 57% of total rating changes and 53% of affected debt. Of the four downgrades, 
three were made to U.K. companies. The most notable was Thomas Cook Group PLC. The British travel 
company saw its senior unsecured credit rating cut to Ca from Caa2. The downgrade was the result of news 
that the firm was seeking a 750GBP cash injection and planned to convert a sizeable portion of the firm’s debt 
into equity. 
 

 
 
 

 
FIGURE 1 

Rating Changes - US Corporate & Financial Institutions: Favorable as % of Total Actions 
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FIGURE 2 

Rating Key 

 
 

 
 

BCF Bank Credit Facility Rating MM Money-Market
CFR Corporate Family Rating MTN MTN Program Rating
CP Commercial Paper Rating Notes Notes
FSR Bank Financial Strength Rating PDR Probability of Default Rating
IFS Insurance Financial Strength Rating PS Preferred Stock Rating
IR Issuer Rating SGLR Speculative-Grade Liquidity Rating

JrSub Junior Subordinated Rating SLTD Short- and Long-Term Deposit Rating
LGD Loss Given Default Rating SrSec Senior Secured Rating 
LTCF Long-Term Corporate Family Rating SrUnsec Senior Unsecured Rating 
LTD Long-Term Deposit Rating SrSub Senior Subordinated
LTIR Long-Term Issuer Rating STD Short-Term Deposit Rating

FIGURE 3 

Rating Changes: Corporate & Financial Institutions – US 

 
 

 

Date Company Sector Rating
Amount   

($ Million)
Up/ 

Down

Old 
LTD 

Rating

New 
LTD 

Rating

IG/
SG

7/10/19
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORPORATION                   
-IBM CREDIT LLC

Financial SrUnsec/LTIR 7,000 D A1 A2 IG

7/10/19 STEARNS HOLDINGS, LLC Financial SrSec/LTCFR 183 D Caa1 Ca SG

7/11/19
CALUMET SPECIALTY PRODUCTS 
PARTNERS, L.P.

Industrial
SrUnsec                   

/LTCFR/PDR
1,575 U Caa2 Caa1 SG

7/11/19
4L HOLDINGS CORPORATION             
-4L TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Industrial
SrSec/BCF                          

/LTCFR/PDR
D B3 Caa3 SG

7/11/19
AMNEAL PHARMACEUTICALS 
HOLDING COMPANY, LLC-
AMNEAL PHARMACEUTICALS, LLC

Industrial
SrSec/BCF         

/LTCFR/PDR
D B1 B2 SG

7/11/19 ROSS STORES, INC. Industrial SrUnsec 250 U A3 A2 IG

7/12/19
FORTIS INC.-CENTRAL HUDSON 
GAS & ELECTRIC CORPORATION

Utility SrUnsec/LTIR 320 D A2 A3 IG

7/12/19 HD SUPPLY, INC. Industrial
SrUnsec/SrSec         

/BCF/LTCFR/PDR
750 U Ba3 Ba2 SG

7/15/19
DAYCO, LLC-DAYCO PRODUCTS, 
LLC

Industrial
SrSec/BCF                     

/LTCFR/PDR
D B2 B3 SG

7/16/19 PETSMART, INC. Industrial
SrSec/SrUnsec      

/BCF/LTCFR/PDR
3,900 U B3 B2 SG

7/16/19
SOTERA HEALTH TOPCO, INC.-
SOTERA HEALTH HOLDINGS LLC

Industrial SrUnsec 450 D Caa1 Caa2 SG

Source: Moody's
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FIGURE 4 

Rating Changes: Corporate & Financial Institutions – Europe 

 
 

 

Date Company Sector Rating
Amount   

($ Million)
Up/ 

Down

Old 
LTD 

Rating

New 
LTD 

Rating

IG/
SG

Country

7/10/19
TESCO PLC-TESCO 
PERSONAL FINANCE PLC

Financial STIR/LTIR/LTD U Baa3 Baa2 IG
UNITED 

KINGDOM

7/11/19
BANK OF IRELAND GROUP 
PLC-BANK OF IRELAND

Financial
SrUnsec           

/LTIR/MTN
805 U A3 A2 IG IRELAND

7/12/19
MCLAREN GROUP LIMITED   
-MCLAREN FINANCE PLC

Industrial
SrSec          

/LTCFR/PDR
715 D B2 B3 SG

UNITED 
KINGDOM

7/15/19
GREENKO ENERGY 
HOLDINGS-GREENKO 
DUTCH B.V.

Industrial SrUnsec 1,000 U Ba2 Ba1 SG NETHERLANDS

7/16/19
THOMAS COOK GROUP 
PLC

Industrial
SrUnsec          

/LTCFR/PDR
1,294 D Caa2 Ca SG

UNITED 
KINGDOM

7/16/19
WATERLOGIC GROUP 
HOLDINGS LIMITED

Industrial
SrSec/BCF           

/LTCFR/PDR
D B2 B3 SG

UNITED 
KINGDOM

7/16/19 KETER GROUP B.V. Industrial
SrSec/BCF           

/LTCFR/PDR
D B3 Caa1 SG NETHERLANDS

Source: Moody's
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Figure 1: 5-Year Median Spreads-Global Data (High Grade)
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CDS Implied Rating Rises

Issuer Jul. 17 Jul. 10 Senior Ratings
CVS Health Baa2 Baa3 Baa2
Walt Disney Company (The) (Old) Aaa Aa1 A2
CSC Holdings, LLC Ba2 Ba3 B3
First Data Corporation Aaa Aa1 B2
FedEx Corporation Baa2 Baa3 Baa2
CCO Holdings, LLC Ba1 Ba2 B1
American Tower Corporation Ba3 B1 Baa3
United Airlines, Inc. Ba1 Ba2 Ba3
Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation Baa3 Ba1 A3
Univision Communications Inc. B2 B3 Caa2

CDS Implied Rating Declines
Issuer Jul. 17 Jul. 10 Senior Ratings
Iron Mountain Incorporated A3 A1 Ba3
ServiceMaster Company, LLC (The) B1 Ba2 B2
McClatchy Company (The) Ca Caa2 Caa2
Amgen Inc. A2 A1 Baa1
Boeing Company (The) A2 A1 A2
CSX Corporation Aa2 Aa1 Baa1
FirstEnergy Corp. A3 A2 Baa3
Valero Energy Corporation Baa2 Baa1 Baa2
International Paper Company Baa2 Baa1 Baa2
CenterPoint Energy, Inc. Baa1 A3 Baa2

CDS Spread Increases
Issuer Senior Ratings Jul. 17 Jul. 10 Spread Diff
Frontier Communications Corporation Caa2 3,570 3,063 508
Penney (J.C.) Corporation, Inc. Caa3 4,837 4,662 175
Talen Energy Supply, LLC B3 790 662 128
Realogy Group LLC B2 923 804 119
Neiman Marcus Group LTD LLC Ca 3,626 3,508 118
Nabors Industries Inc. B1 682 566 116
Chesapeake Energy Corporation B2 919 849 70
ServiceMaster Company, LLC (The) B2 196 132 64
Diamond Offshore Drilling, Inc. B3 452 398 54
Avon Products, Inc. B3 360 327 32

CDS Spread Decreases
Issuer Senior Ratings Jul. 17 Jul. 10 Spread Diff
United States Steel Corporation B2 520 565 -45
K. Hovnanian Enterprises, Inc. Caa3 1,860 1,892 -32
Cablevision Systems Corporation B3 357 388 -31
YRC Worldwide Inc. Caa1 881 911 -29
AK Steel Corporation B3 869 897 -28
Rite Aid Corporation Caa2 1,543 1,566 -23
JetBlue Airways Corp. Ba1 72 88 -15
R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company B3 774 789 -14
McClatchy Company (The) Caa2 1,009 1,019 -10
Freeport-McMoRan Inc. Ba1 191 200 -9

Source: Moody's, CMA

CDS Spreads 

CDS Implied Ratings

CDS Implied Ratings

CDS Spreads 

Figure 3.  CDS Movers - US (July 10, 2019 – July 17, 2019)
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CDS Implied Rating Rises

Issuer Jul. 17 Jul. 10 Senior Ratings
Bank of Scotland plc A1 A3 Aa3
Italy, Government of Ba2 Ba3 Baa3
Credit Agricole S.A. Aa1 Aa2 A1
Banco Santander S.A. (Spain) Aa2 Aa3 A2
ING Groep N.V. A2 A3 Baa1
Santander UK plc Baa2 Baa3 Aa3
Danske Bank A/S A1 A2 A2
Dexia Credit Local Ba1 Ba2 Baa3
Commerzbank AG A1 A2 A1
Swedbank AB Aa2 Aa3 Aa2

CDS Implied Rating Declines
Issuer Jul. 17 Jul. 10 Senior Ratings
Casino Guichard-Perrachon SA Ca Caa2 B1
Nordea Bank Abp Aa2 Aa1 Aa3
Bayerische Motoren Werke Aktiengesellschaft A3 A2 A1
Daimler AG Baa1 A3 A2
Veolia Environnement S.A. Aa2 Aa1 Baa1
National Grid Plc A3 A2 Baa1
Alliander N.V. A3 A2 Aa2
TUI AG B3 B2 Ba2
France, Government of Aa1 Aa1 Aa2
United Kingdom, Government of Aa2 Aa2 Aa2

CDS Spread Increases
Issuer Senior Ratings Jul. 17 Jul. 10 Spread Diff
PizzaExpress Financing 1 plc Caa2 4,826 4,667 159
Galapagos Holding S.A. C 24,109 24,036 73
TUI AG Ba2 313 262 51
CMA CGM S.A. B3 1,227 1,196 31
Casino Guichard-Perrachon SA B1 966 949 17
Daimler AG A2 56 48 8
Stena AB B3 527 521 7
Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Plc B1 611 605 6
Bankinter, S.A. Baa2 65 61 4
Tesco Plc Baa3 92 88 4

CDS Spread Decreases
Issuer Senior Ratings Jul. 17 Jul. 10 Spread Diff
Boparan Finance plc Caa1 3,259 3,551 -292
Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena S.p.A. Caa1 384 403 -20
Vedanta Resources Limited B2 438 457 -20
TDC A/S Ba3 121 137 -17
Italy, Government of Baa3 147 158 -11
Bank of Scotland plc Aa3 38 50 -11
Ardagh Packaging Finance plc B3 160 170 -11
Telecom Italia S.p.A. Ba1 175 184 -9
Sappi Papier Holding GmbH Ba1 282 291 -9
METRO Finance B.V. Ba1 117 125 -8

Source: Moody's, CMA

CDS Spreads 

CDS Implied Ratings

CDS Implied Ratings

CDS Spreads 

Figure 4.  CDS Movers - Europe (July 10, 2019 – July 17, 2019)
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Figure 5. Market Cumulative Issuance - Corporate & Financial Institutions: USD Denominated
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Figure 6. Market Cumulative Issuance - Corporate & Financial Institutions: Euro  Denominated
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Investment-Grade High-Yield Total*
Amount Amount Amount

$B $B $B
Weekly 38.750 7.460 48.210

Year-to-Date 745.026 232.190 1,034.577

Investment-Grade High-Yield Total*
Amount Amount Amount

$B $B $B
Weekly 11.450 2.384 14.956

Year-to-Date 508.469 49.743 575.352
* Difference represents issuance with pending ratings.
Source: Moody's/ Dealogic

USD Denominated

Euro Denominated

Figure 7. Issuance: Corporate & Financial Institutions
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Moody’s Capital Markets Research recent publications  
 

Market Implied Ratings Differ on the Likely Direction of Baa3 Ratings (Capital Markets Research) 

Below-Trend Spreads Bank on Profits Growth, Lower Rates and Healthy Equities (Capital Markets Research) 

Global Collapse by Bond Yields Stems from Worldwide Slowdown (Capital Markets Research) 

Borrowing Restraint Likely Despite Lower Interest Rates (Capital Markets Research) 

The Fed Cured 1998's Yield Curve Inversion (Capital Markets Research) 

Extended Yield Curve Inversion Would Presage Wide Spreads and Many Defaults (Capital Markets Research) 

Business Debt's Mild Rise Differs Drastically from 2002-2007's Mortgage Surge (Capital Markets Research) 

Earnings Slump Would Unmask Dangers of High Leverage (Capital Markets Research) 

Credit May Again Outshine Equities at Divining Markets' Near-Term Path (Capital Markets Research) 

Not Even the Great Depression Could Push the Baa Default Rate Above 2% (Capital Markets Research) 

Benign Default Outlook Implies Profits Will Outrun Corporate Debt (Capital Markets Research) 

Upside Risks to the U.S. Economy (Capital Markets Research) 

Outstandings and Rating Changes Supply Radically Different Default Outlooks (Capital Markets Research) 

High Leverage Offset by Ample Coverage of Net Interest Expense (Capital Markets Research) 

Subdued Outlook for Revenues and Profits Portend Lower Interest Rates (Capital Markets Research) 

Fed Will Cut Rates If 10-Year Yield Breaks Under 2.4% (Capital Markets Research) 

Riskier Outlook May Slow Corporate Debt Growth in 2019 (Capital Markets Research) 

Replay of Late 1998's Drop by Interest Rates May Materialize (Capital Markets Research) 

High-Yield Might Yet Be Challenged by a Worsened Business Outlook (Capital Markets Research) 

Default Outlook Again Defies Unmatched Ratio of Corporate Debt to GDP (Capital Markets Research) 

Equity Analysts' Confidence Contrasts with Economists' Skepticism  

Fed's Pause May Refresh a Tiring Economic Recovery (Capital Markets Research) 

Rising Default Rate May be Difficult to Cap (Capital Markets Research) 

Baa-Grade Credits Dominate U.S. Investment-Grade Rating Revisions (Capital Markets Research) 

Upper-Tier Ba Rating Comprises Nearly Half of Outstanding High-Yield Bonds (Capital Markets Research) 

Stabilization of Equities and Corporates Requires Treasury Bond Rally (Capital Markets Research) 

High Leverage Will Help Set Benchmark Interest Rates (Capital Markets Research) 

Medium-Grade's Worry Differs from High-Yield's Complacency (Capital Markets Research) 

Slower Growth amid High Leverage Lessens Upside for Interest Rates (Capital Markets Research) 

Core Profit's Positive Outlook Lessens Downside Risk for Credit (Capital Markets Research) 

Unprecedented Amount of Baa-Grade Bonds Menaces the Credit Outlook (Capital Markets Research) 

Gridlock Stills Fiscal Policy and Elevates Fed Policy (Capital Markets Research) 

Navigating Choppy Markets: Safety-First Equity Strategies Based on Credit Risk Signals 
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https://www.moodys.com/researchdocumentcontentpage.aspx?docid=PBC_1158342
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